Dear Ms. Murphy,

I am an investor.

I strongly support regulations that would require publicly-traded companies to disclose CEO-to-median worker pay ratios. As income inequality reaches unprecedented heights, the public has the right to know which corporations are fueling the yawning gap between rich and poor.

Disclosure of CEO-to-worker pay ratios are also crucial for investors. This information is important for determining whether corporations are diverting resources to executives at the expense of long-term investments and workforce development. Additionally, investors need to be able to gauge whether executives' compensation is falling in line with their performance.

Ceo's don't have to do anything and still get paid...they can even run the company into the ground and they still get a big bonus...what a job...the workers on the other hand will get fired after 1 day of doing nothing...What is a company without workers...it's dead in the water...What is a company without a ceo?...A better run company...Owners of companies are 'Stupid' I would take my best worker and have her run things and everyone would win...the way it is now only the ceo wins...everyone else is a loser ...the company...the workers and clients or patrons all lose...we all end up paying for these gold bricks...OHHH the POOOOORRRR rich...

Sincerely,

april Harris